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business continuity, and green IT 

About Virtual PC Center

Virtual PC Center (VPCC) is a complete 
virtual desktop solution by NEC.

Desktops and applications are virtualized 
and users have the ability to access their 
“virtual” computer remotely anytime, from 
anywhere, on any device while delivering 
the full user-experience of traditional PCs.

Both users and IT administrators can reap 
the benefits of lower support costs, highly 
secure PC data, efficient PC management 
and control, and fast PC performance, all 
while using less energy. No wonder VPCC is 
called a better PC for the enterprise.

VPC: Virtual PC; Apps: Applications
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Why NEC?

Extensive experience
NEC has experience installing 
approximately 280,000 virtual PCs all over 
the world, ranging in size from dozens to 
tens of thousands of virtual PCs. That 
proves NEC can offer the best solutions 
tailored to any business size.

One-stop support
NEC provides an all-inclusive package such 
as software and NEC brand hardware as 
shown below.
NEC also offers total solution support from 
the NEC professional technical support 
team.

VPCC advantages

Security
The thin client protects sensitive data by storing 
all files and applications on the server rather 
than on the workstation. 

Reducing total cost of ownership
VPCC provides additional benefits over standard 
PCs including significantly lower end-user 
support costs, fewer warranty repairs, and 
energy savings.

Flexible work style
With VPCC, users see their work IT environment 
completely virtualized. Applications, data, emails 
etc. can be accessed from any terminal and used 
as if they were local, revolutionizing the way you 
work.

Central management
Administrators use an administration console 
from which they manage the virtualized server 
and client configuration. This means that 
administrators do not have to physically visit 
end users to repair or maintain PCs.
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